
 

 

OTHER SKILLS AND TIPS FOR MENTEES 
 

Active listening is a communication technique that requires listening attentively for everything 

that is being communicated: 

● Choose to meet in a quiet place for conversations. 
● Focus all of your attention on the speaker. 

● Avoid any distractions such as technological devices. Put your phone away. 
● Do not interrupt the speaker or assume a conclusion before the speaker has finished. 
● If you’re unclear about something you’ve heard, ask for clarification: summarize in your 

own words using phrases like, “what I heard you say is” or “let me see if I heard you 

correctly.” 

● Use “I” statements instead of “you” statements when checking in.  For example, “I was 

confused when you said….” rather than “You confused me when you said…” 

● Take notes to capture important thoughts and concepts. 

● Listen for feeling and tone in speech. 
● Pay attention to non-verbal cues. (Be aware that non-verbal cues can also indicate a 

cultural difference. If you would like to learn more, contact the Center for Creativity and 

Careers and/or meet with a Speaking Center Consultant.)  

● Pay attention to your own non-verbal cues such as facial expressions, body language, and 

eye contact to make sure that you are communicating that you are engaged. 

 

Receiving and responding to feedback doesn’t always come naturally yet receiving feedback 

constructively is an important skill for personal and professional growth and the mentoring 

relationship is a safe space for asking for guidance and advice.  

● Be proactive and solicit feedback regarding ways you would like to improve. For 

example, “I am struggling with time management and I notice that you do a good job of 

managing all of the priorities in your life. Can you give me some advice on how to do 

this better?” 
● Ask for suggestions for specific steps you could take to implement guidance you 

receive. For example, “I hear that you are saying that I need to work on managing 

priorities. Can you provide me with some examples of how I might approach that?” 
● If you get feedback that feels hard to hear or accept, try not to react with judgment or 

defensiveness. Instead, ask for clarification or ask follow-up questions. Or, wait to 

respond. For example, you might say, “Thank you for the feedback. I need some time to 

think about what you shared before responding.” You might jot down your reactions to 

help you process the feedback later.  

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Email Etiquette Tips for Students  

●  Begin with appropriate salutation, including the name of the person or people you are 

addressing.  

○ Good examples:  Hello Sue OR Hi Dr. Smith OR Dear Malik, Jane, and Patrick 

○ Bad example: Hey! OR no opening salutation at all.  

● Check emails for glaring grammatical problems and egregious spelling errors. If you’re 

not confident about your own proofreading skills, after you write your email, cut and 

paste it into Word and let Word do the proofing for you.  

● Be polite and courteous, especially if you are asking for a favor. 

●  When you are making a request, clearly word it as a request.  

○ Good example: Would you be willing to write a letter of recommendation for me? 

○ Bad example: I need a letter of recommendation from you, OR Would you like to 

write me a letter of recommendation?    

● Put “action items” and requests in the beginning of the email, followed by a brief 

explanation. In general, keep emails brief and to the point.  

● Remember that every email you send represents and reflects on you. Although we think 

of email as a casual medium, it increasingly replaces the more formal letter or phone call 

as our chief means of communicating professionally. Consider the effects of a neat, 

obviously thought-out message and the effects of a rushed, sloppy one. 

●  Do not, ever, write anything in an email that you are not willing to have read by someone 

other than the intended recipient. 

● “Sign” your email with your full name, email address and phone number. 

 

Communicating on the Phone 

● When answering the phone, say who you are: “Hello, this is John.” 

● When speaking on the telephone, be sure to speak clearly, slowly and with enthusiasm.  

● Avoid chewing food, typing or fidgeting with items around you while on the phone.  

● Talking on the phone takes time out of a person’s day, and it is easy to tell when someone 

is distracted or disinterested in the conversation, so respect the individual on the other 

end of the line.  

● Return all missed calls within 24 hours.  

● When leaving messages, indicate your name and phone number distinctly at the start of 

your message (“Hello, this is Sue Smith from Coe College”), state a brief message, and 

repeat your name and number again at the end of the message.   

● Return phone calls by phone, not by text or email, unless instructed to do so. 

 

 
Adapted from mentoring programs at Amherst College, Xavier University & Stanford University  


